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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER.
Standard, Eat. April. i884.
Register, Eat. May,

PADITOAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY MORNING. MAY 22. 1907.
company stockholders held their annual meeting last evening at their
readquarters in the Fraternity buildins, and elected officers for the coming year, as fol'ows: James 'Nellie,
president; Thomas C. Leech, treasng
as
n tdon gevnioeera l m a n ag rA
; beHaztrvy
president;
iugston, secretary. The directors
named were Thomas C. Leech, James GOOD PROSPECTS FOR AN ATTRACTIVE AFTERNOON
Weille„ Abe Livingston,' Virgil SherTOMORROW,
rill and Harry Livingston.
The directors declared their quarterly dividend of - hree per cent.
which makes a twelve per cent. declaration for the year, evidencing a
fine and lacrative business under the
able management of Mr. Leech.

110 NOMINATION MADE FOR
RAILROAD COMMISSIONER
IN HENDERsom CONVENTION .uLrievrt
Southall-Ferguson Combination Captures Organization'
But They Haven't Enough Votes to Nominate -Southall May Be Nominated In Compromise--Seven Ballots Taken Before Adjournment.

BUILDING WAS
PARTIALLY BURNED

\

NOS

RACES ARE SIMPLY
FOR THE RIBBONS

Class B, Trotting.
"Anita," owned and driven by J. L.
Friedman.
"Atlanta G.," owned and driven by
0. L. Gregory.
"Judge Burton," owned and driven
by R. W. Tully.
"Red Mock," owned and driven by
C L. Van Meter.
The West Kentucky stock farm will THE POLICE
EXPLODE THEOendeavor to lower the track record
RY THAT A MURDER WAS
%
1
of 2:16 with "Loleta," whose mark
COMMITTED.
is 2:13%.
The races will start at 2:30 o'clock,
Mk. R. Wynn Telly being the official
starter and Messrs. James M. Lang,
.Hal S. Corbett and Charles Wheeler
the judges.

GLASSES WERE
NOT WOMAN'S
BEN SUMLER ACCUSED
OF WHIPPING WOMAN

BIG MEETING OF
ODD FELLOWS

MOVED BACK
TO RESIDENCE

111
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95
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Henderson, Ky., May V.—The con- Stnit:2
TWO CLASSES ENTERED FOR
DOCK DILL, COLORED, WANTS
vention to nominate a Democratic ;
EACH KIND OF RACING
KATIE MAY LOCATED
THE VOTE:
candidate.for railroad commissioner in
TO BE HELD.
HERE.
the First railroad district, comprising
39 counties of the First, Second, U Finn
14i
sop
Third, Fourth and Eleventh congress- et Ferguson
Grounds Are in Excellent Condition
ional districts -was called to order it Southall
64 t:
_John Grogan Charged With Selling
and Races Will Be Given
38 U
-at a o'clock this afternoon by Mott iti Landram
Whiskey Without a License in
Regularly.
Ayres, chairman of the district com- 31 Gardner
33 Si
Calloway County.
FIRE IN RESIDENCE OWNED
-sinotee, witb five candidates aspiring IS Necessary to choice, 593.
LARGE CLASS INITIATED INTO
BY ANNIE COX ON THE
4or the nomination, as follows:
THE MECHANICSBURG
The first of the series of afternoon
AVENUE.
Lawrence Finn, of Simpson county. nuaussa:S5*5*WUM:25*::
LODGE.
The Police yesterday concluded to
races to be given at the Fair Grounds
McD. Ferguson. of Ballard county.
take no stock in the remark of the
unless
the
nomination
of
either
the
tomorrow
afternoon
Matinee
by
the
George W. Landram, of Livingston
negro, W. M. Rogers, that the pair
two leading candidates should themClub, promises to be a very attractcodeity.
Flame Seems to Have Started From ive
of gold eye glasses found on him
Work
compromise.
a
selves
get
together
in
Progressing
Upon
the
New
affair
witnessed
by
hundreds
of
Bunk Gardner, of Graves county.
Either Electric Wire or Debelonged to "the woman who was
at all likely.
Offices on Third Floor of the
lovors
hofer flesh, as the finest
W. Herman Southall, of Christian This is not considered
fective Flue.
drowned off the Henrietta," The
would not
Landranfs
forty-four
votes
FSaternitl
animals
in
Building.
this
section
the
state
of
county.
police yesterday questioned Captain
he
will contest for the honors and great
Finn entered the convention with nominate any candidate, and if
John Summers, commander of the
dividbe
woutd
they
drop
°et,
should
sport
is
in
store
those
attending.
for
other
any
votes
than
more instrticted
boat, and he anhounced that Miss
At io o'clock last evening fire
The club consists of a large numThe gathering of 0'd Fellows last
candidate, McD Ferguson being see- ed among Ferguson, Southall and
out
latter
with
the
broke
which,
out
Gardner,
in
the
house
rear of the
ber of local horse owners and others, evening was ai fine assembly in Me- Woodruff, the drowned stewardess,
• ond and Southall third. A combinaSouthall
put
likely
of
the
race.
would
at
lot8
Kentucky
avenue,
owned
by
they' will give the races, not for chanicsburg and a grand time had never wore glasses. Rogers was
and
four
tion was formed between the
fight
the
in
leave
place,
and
second
Annie
Cox and occupied by Annie prizes, bfit in order to see which is by everybody, there being eight dis- fined yesterday for carrying conminority candidates, to defeat the
and
Finn.
he
between
Trammell,
and as result the top of the fastest stepper. No betting is tinct lodges represented, ttse three cealed weapons.
penilesecure
the
Finn forces and
Chief Colins yesterday received a
tonight
enare
Finn's
managers
the residence was completely burned allayed. it simply'being an exhibition
.- Welt organitetion of the convention,
with away while the furnishing on the of blue-blooded stock and speed, and Paducah bodies and those of Bard- telegram from R. I.. Gordon, of Macompromise
a
effect
deavoring
to
posif
winning
prevent
Fine's
'eieed to
well, Caseyville, Folsomdafe, Plaris rietta, Ohio, asking if it was vac
either Gardner or Southall to secure second aqd first floors were about prospects are for a fine series of this
-Able
and Smithland.
that Miss Woodruff was drowned,
nature (luring the summer months.
rdned with water.
'Adjutant-General Henry R. Lew- Finn's nominat'on.
The Mechanicsburg lodge held its and a reply was forwarded that she
hour
early
Ferguson
at
an
NieD.
The
ampitheatre
have
grounds
and
the
canThe occupants of the house were
. rence. of Trigg connty, was
secret meeting at Broadfoot's hall was, and her remains were shipped to
be- away at the time upon
didate of this combination for chair- this morning expressed himself as
the steamer ben arranged handsomely and the en- at Third and Elizabeth streets with that city this morning at 1:45 o'clock.
man of the convention, and he was ing 'entirely confident of his notnina- Louisiana excursion, and parties pass- tire public is cordially invited to at- over icio brethren from this city
aninimotisly elected, the Finn leaders tion.
ing noticed flames coming from the tend, the small admission charge be- outside places present. During and
the
Whipped His Woman.
Refuse to Drop Any.
declaring themselves satisfied with
attic and summoned the fire depart- ing simply to defray actual expenses session there was
Ben
Sumler.
colored..was arrestedthe
in
intiated
offered
into
the
resolution
was
A
the
entertainments.
of
UT. LiillrhilCC as the chairman. Ed
ments which quickly extingushed
lodge the following candidates: Wt yesterday by Officers Rouse and HurCrossland. of Graves coy, was put convention tonight that the hindmost the flames.
L. Bennett, Fred Gamblin, W. A. ley on the charge of whipping his woThe entries for tomorrow are:
forward far secretary aI also was man on the second ballot be dropped,
The loss will be about $1,000 as the
Jones,
Wm. Tandy, J. 0. Heath, man, Martha Reid, colored, at their s
overwhelmingly
debut
this
was
chosen.
Class A. Pacing.
building was destroyed down to the
expected
is
Warren
nomination
feated.
No
Wyatt, Hub Wallace, J. A. home, on "Red Row," in Worten'd
perfected,
being
organization
''Mattie Wilkes," owned and driven
The
second floor. Most of the furniture
the
tomorrow,
dr
later,
even
as
until
Overstreet,
F. M. ItUtchell, W. C. addition.
the convention adjourned until 7 p.
-was moved down. to the first floor. by Ed Farley.
appear
to
managers
candidate
of
each
Rickman,
'I'.
C. Goodman, Houstin
committhe
the
report
of
aweit
"J.
T."
owned
by Ed Morgan and
in.. to
The Cox woman owned the furnishWant to Locate Wonsan.
Crick, G. L. Crittenden, J. C. Butler,
driven
by
Harris.
tee on credentials, involving the be determined to make a decisive
C.
H.
the lags .and has insurance on both
Dock Dill colored, of St. Louis,
W. A. Waller, W. E. Campbell and
A."
owned
and
votes of four counties. Grayson, Ohio. stand, in the hope of landing
"Harry
driven
by
building and contents.
telephoned the Paducah police over
E. W. Bond.
Virgil Sherrill.
Lyon and MeLean. This committee nomination on some sort of a cornThe
origin
unknown
of
the
fire
is
promise.
After the degree work the brethren the long distance telephone yesterreported at 9 p. in.. seating the con"Brook Hill," owned and driven
colored, for
but appears to have come from a dedelegates
District
repaired
to Barnett's sore on Clem- day ot locate Katie May,
• testees or, First
by A. S. Thompson.
so
be
her
money on
him,
could
send
flue
or
fective
electric
wire.
The
LAW AND ORDER LEAGUE.
ents street where a grand banquet
Clue B. Pacing.
• from Lyon county, headed by N. 0
which to go to St. Louis. As she is
house
site
right
in
center
of
the
forheaded
by
delegation
the
was
over
"Gus
indulged
Gray.
B," owned and driven by T.
in with Mr. Thomas a pretty tough character, the officers
-ine-Congreeswean W. J. Stone. who Danville Society Organized and Ready mer "Red Light" district that was J. Stahl.
Goodman as toastmaster. The mem- will surely find her,'So she can get
weeded
out
last
"December
by
Judge
were for Finn The Ohio county
"Tobe Scott," owned and driven by bers remained at th festal board un- the
for Business.
money and shake Paducah's dust
Ree "s order.
George H. Goodman.
Finn delegation was seated; the Fertil midnight. hugely enjoying the from her feet.
Danville, Ky.. May at.---The Boyle
guson delegation from McLean, and Counts- Law and Order I.eague was
"Trixie H," owned by the West many delicacies served.
the Southall or contesting delegation organized here this afternoon with
Kentucky stock farm and driven by
Fraternity. Offices.
Struck Another.
from Grayson
C. H. Harris.
The mechanics continue at work
G. W Welsh, president: J. le, WalWillie Johnson was warranted yesR"
by
Speeches.
"Elsie
owned and driven
Nominating
upon the remaining new offices on the terday at the instance of George Harlace. vice-president: W. W. Johnson,
Ben
Frank.
The speeches of nomination began secretary. and W. H Sallee. treasurer.
third floor of the Fraternity building, ris, who charges the first mentioned
"Di Bell," owned and driven by and will shortly have them ready for with striking and abusing him.
••• at to:. and consumed the time of The league will institute a campaign
A. S.*Thompson.
the convention until la o'clock. The against "blind tigers" principally.
occupancy. The new rooms take up
Engaged in Fight.
Class A. Trotting.
• *Fetches were received with applause
the space ocoupied heretofore by the
Officers
Johnson and Cross yesterdifferent
"Bleckwod, Jr.." owned by the
;
by the supporters of the
TAX MAN SOLVES TANGLE.
banquet
hall
and
other
lodge
day
arrested
room
'E. C. Brookshire and J.
candidates.
SUPERINTENDENT THOMPSON West Kentucky stock farm and driv- quarters at the front of that story, W. Dunaway on the charge of fightThomas,
of
en
by
C.
Harris.
H.
County Attorney T. W.
OF SANITARIUM YET
Inquisitive Assessor Finds Calico
"Bell Brooks," owned by C. H. but by converting that space into ing each other.
Warren county. placed Lawrence
CONFINED.
Year.
a
Lost
for
Ice Wagon Driver.
Harris, driven by George H. Good- offices the lodgeroorn arrangements,
Finn in nomination. and was followAcree. the ice wagon driver,
W.
E.
ante-room,
and
as
etc.,
are
not
hinHopkinsinMay
V.—An
Wis.,
Milwaukee,
man
ed by J T. Hanberry, of
was warranted at the instance of
"Mettle Wilkes." owned and driven dered.
vine. who placed Southall in nomi- quisitive tax assessor has straighten- Fireman Max Prying
Has Both An- by Ben T. Frank.
The new offices are being put in the Johnnie Rose, who claims that Acres
ed out a peculiar tangle which develnation.
abused him
kles
Badly
Sprained—
"Billy Buck." owned and driven by condition of excellency prevailing on struck and
Hon. Jake Corbett of Wickliffe, oped here over a shipment of calico
With Bootlegging.
Charged
Other
Ailing.
Kenosha.
Wis..
other
floors.
befrom
Boston
to
a
the
convention
on
the
A. S. Thompson.
then addressed
was brought to this
Grogan
John
not
ardid
half of the incumbent, Men. Fergu- company. The shipment
0.111111111111womme
city yesterday by Deputy United
rive in Kenosha.
▪ son.
States Marshal .Wade Brown.. who
Superintendent Wi liani Thompson,
J. Wheeler Campbell, of Paducah, Today the assessor peeked through
charged the 'former with saints,
nominated Bunk Gardner of Graves. a window into a storage warehouse. of the county's sanitarium for the
whisky without a license The accopied
the
in
Nraditionville,
calico
and
He
saw
the
poor, is able to be up part of the
Everett Jennings, of
will be given a trial today becused
what was considered the most mas- name of the consignee, as the loca- time now, but not thoroughly recovfore United States Commissioner W.
swage
this
the
shipment
in
of
tion
effort
of
the
evening,
able
ered from the operation he underterty and
Armour Gardner.
• concluded the nominations by piecing Wise aroused his curiosity.
went at Riverside hospital for appenKenosha
benotified
the
Smithland
then
He
Landrum
of
W.
Georee
•
dicitis two weeks ago. He was
The, Lake of Constance in Switzerhome, stating that be would have to moved from his private ward at the SHOOTING OCCURRED AT CIRCUS GROUNDS AND NIGHT
fore the convention.
land
is becoming so shallow near
collect the tax. This gave the com- hospital to his home on the sanitarThe Illaikelogi.
that it may soon be necessary
Lindan
WATCHMAN
CLAIMS
HE
THOUGHT
COLLINS
WAS
GETbeen
nominating
sought
the
clew,
had
pany
the
which
At the conclusion of
ium grounds last week, and expects
up with soil for sanitary,
it
fill
to
*vetches, the roil of counties was In vain for a year.
TING A BLUDGEON WITH WHICH TO ASSAULT HIM—HE reasons.
to be entirely well within the next
folas
resulting
ballot,
Wed /or a
week or two.
YELLED AT THE YOUNG F ELLOW AND COLLINS SAYS HE
OFFICERS' STATUS IN PERIL.
•Uwe!
,
Vember Max Pruess, Of the Tenth
to halt.
THOUGHT HOLT A JOKING FRIEND.
nth, 14! votes.
Collins says he had been carrying
Commission With Regulars and Vol- and Clay fire station, is laid up at
Ferguson, 103 votes.
the stick of wood all evening at the
his home with a badly sprained ankle,
unteers Invalid, Soy.
lesetan,64 votes.
caused by missing the sliding pale
unarm, 44 votes.
Fred Collins a 22-year-old lather, is 1 see how his w'le was, she being con- circus grounds, and had stepped away
Court.
secluded
Cierimr, gg votes.
while
preparing
to
answed
a
call,
and thought to be mortally wounded at fined with illness. He was en route from a party of friends to a
Washington, May V.—There is
stood:
commons.
He
the
coming
place
on
freiiht
house,
and
back
to
the
The vote stood thus until the sevgrave apprehension at the war depart- striking the first floor with great his father's home on Langstaff aye- to the circus lot, started through the there a moment and says he had no
enth and last ballot when the six
force.
rote, in Rowlandtown, while Night
center of the commons He says he trouble whatever with anybody. ITe
vote, of'Lyon county were changed ment that the supreme court of the
Watchman E. E. Holt of the Illinois noiced Collins, whom he thinks was turned to gq hack to his friends,
the
invalidated
has
States
Mr.
United
Theo
Metcalir
e
South
of
Sevtrout Landram to Ferguson, giving
status of every regular army officer enth street was yesterday moved Central freight house, at Sixth and drinking, pick up a scantling, break when Holt yelled at him. Collins
the latter loci
Campbell streets,. is recognized to it in pieces. and
The convention adjourned at 2:30 who has held at the same time a vol- home from Rivers:de hospital. where
then apparently being states he thought the officer was
in police court this morning, dissatisfied
appear
lie
inhas
also
commission,an
d
was
unteer
operated
on for appendicitis.
this, twisted out of one of his friends jokiug him, and he
with
a. in., Ililtil 9:30 a m
he having shot Collins.
calidated the lagality of the proceedthe
huge
wooden stake. playfully raised the Aticic, making as(
grounds
a
The Outlook.
Mr. Cook Husbands is still confinThe shooting occurred at the show
Tht fight seems to be between Finn ings of every court martial of a vol- ed at his home on account of falling grounds at Twelfth and Trimble Officer Holt thought Collins was if to strike. when Holt pulled his revolver and fired.
rgtoion, with Semthall a strong unteer officer or enlisted man on upon his head f m a swing
at d
Sunday strets at if o'cleek last night, and having trouble with someone, and
Collins dropped in his tracks and
-with a proepeet of his nomina- which has sat an officer .holding both at the country home of Oscar
t'.
at
that
told
He
says
halt.
him
to
L. Gre- Officer Holt claims that Collins was
was carried to the Gallman grocery
n hi a compromise. Ferguson, to regular and volunteer commissiones. gory,
about
being
twenthat
Collins
turned,
advancing on him with a bludgeor..
thelominated wonld have to have the
Tie court last Monday handed
with nearby, where Dr. Robertson attended
cursing.
and attempted to hit him, ty feet away, approached Holt
him, and he was then sent home about
Less Purdy-fell in the river at the
solid support of all the First District down an opinion declaring invalid the
strike,
if
to
as
the
upraised
bludgeon
contends that he be12:30
o'clock this morning. He is
.iffelegatee. and it ig not believed that court martial of Lie:op:tarn Lewis E. foot of Broadway yesterday, and his while Collins
within
his friends and advanced threateningly to
of
one
wets
'Holt
lieved
very
from shock and toss or
weak
knee
struck the rock at the bottom,
l
ea
rdner,.who has 33 votes, will throw Brown, a negrb volunteer officer who
who contends
yelling at hint, and his advance was five feet of the officer,"You
the doctor does not see
ind
blood.
vote to any candidate except was tried and dismissed from the, badly injuring the knee-cap.
remarked,
that Collins
PION
how
recover;
he
can
thirty-three,
Nithotit
these
eiltall.
. what have you to do with it?"
service in Cuba. The court martial • The ittle boy of Mr. Charles HorDr. Jeff Robertson. who attended
He says he had not been drinking.
nOnsinition of Ferguson is im- was invalidated because an officer of ton, the clothier, is in a
asgoing
to
Thinking
was
Coiling
serions con- Collins, believes the young fellow
Officer Holt contends he acted in.
fble, oven with Landrem out of the regular army who - was a visiondition as result of an attack of spasms. will die, as the bullet entered under sault him, the officer pulled his pistol, self defense and himself rang up poway. If Sonthall reilres from the teer officerr sat on the court.
and
Wesson,
Smith
&
calibre
Se
tI
lice headquarters, informing them of
Raymou the 2-year-otkepn of Mt the right nipple and came out at the fired.
' gilt enottith .of his vote will go to
hole through the body.
a
tearing
ack.
and
the shooting. He was then taken to
Mrs.
W.'iLZrtle,-,Oxtreine
. inn, it is&Slitueght•io nominate, and
Holt says he thought Collins was the city hall. where Judge Cross reIINIVESTMENT COMPANY.
After 'the Gentry cireus had dismissill at their home'on Clay street.
) his ls what the other candidates denight the tent was taken down having trotible with someone, and leased him, with instructinns to apire to prevent.
and GardMr. Len Cothran continues quite- ed last
hurried away. Watchman was looking for a club with which to pear this morning at court.
Dividend
DeElected
and
Officers
things
and
per, with ninety-seven votes between
A
ill at Riverside hospital where he
the freight house on assault the prestuned antagonist.
left
clared
Last
Evening.
had
Mitt
olt then went but let his duties
them, areYin a position to either nomwas operated on for appendicitis, but Cempbell street • and gone to his when he started to put him tinder' aras
night
watchman at the freight
inate Finn or rerrocon, of to prevent
The Thomas C. Leech Investment the doeorrs now hold out %tame hope
hoine at too4 North Twelfth street to rest, by calling for the young man house.
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FIRST SERIES OF
MATINEE RACES

VOL. XXIV.

FRED COLLINS MORTALLY
WOUNDED BY OFFICER HOLT
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sotithall
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BUCKET SHOP BUSINESS GIVEN A "BLACK EYE"
APPELLATE COURT YESTERDAY DELIVERED SWEEPING DECISION IN FINING HENRY ARENZ OF PADUCAH FOR
OPERTAING GAMBLING HOUSE OF THIS NATURE—JUDGE
LIGHTFOOT TAMING HIS SQUIRRELS NOW---NO SESSION
OF CIRCUIT COURT YESTERDAY ON ACCOUNT OF THE
JUDGE'S ABSENCE.

Why
is

Languid Liver
is a universal evil of all warm climates, and is common, in the hot
season, everywhere. Its effects are quickly felt, in that sleepy, drowsy,
tired feeling, headache, loss of appetite, constipation, sick stomach,
poor blood, pimples, sallow complexion, nervousness, irritability, melancholy, etc.—all caused by the bilious acids acting on the blood, the
cure for which is a quick cleaning-up of the system with

THEDFORDS

Very sweeping was the decision re- the little squirrels he has bought for
Ur
garding bucket shops delivered by the court house lawn, as yesterday
the appellate court at Frankfort yes- he had one of them so under control
terday, in the case where Henry the little fellows would climb to top
Arena of Paducah had been fined of the tree, and on being called would
$sso in the Paducah circuit court for come nimbly down out of the branchoperating a gambling house of this es and jump into the judge's hands.
iatures The 'Appellate bench sus- He is finding it easier to tame the
tained the fine assessed against Arenz young ones than the o'd squirrels,
Absolutely no other remedy superior to this for all the common hot climate liver
in the local court, and ordered him as the latter seems "set in their ways"
diseases.
For over Seventy (70) years, its sale has steadily Increased, until now It a
Some of the judge's friends can
to pay the penalty.
standard,
THE
vegetable, byes. medicine. Its merits may bait be proved by Its flock of
Arent operated the Paaucah Com- tell which is the squirrel and which
WRITE US TRULY
spurious Imitations. Every druggist has been imposed upon by salesmen, and has
one
mission company in Joe L. Fried- Ifs Honor, both are so small.
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling an your
or more imitatIona In stock. Be sure YOU get the genuine. Imitations are injurious.
man's building on !Broadway near
a stating your age. We will send you
=snd
Look for the name 'Medford" on the yellow wrapper. font you get the genuine It
Fourth street and was indicted by
will
VICE. In Wein seated envelope, and a yidNo Circuit Court.
never
disappoint!• Try It
table 64-page Book on "Home Treatment for Women."
the Paducah grand pury for running
No circuit court was held yesterAdebess: Loges' Advisory Dept., The Mattaa 'disorderly house." lie was fined day as Judge W. M. Reed has gone
mega Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, T.
girls
here, but took the matter to the ap- to Henderson to participate as a
pellate court in hopes of getting the delegate to the railroad commission
fine set asde, but that high tribunal convention commencing there yesterupheld the Paducah decision by pro- day. He wi'l re-convene his tribunal
aManesiiimiteinnstmenstwagme
nouncing
gulty as charged.
here immediately on return.
SUFFERING -DOG DIES
States
urricultnral
department;
Hon.
In ruling on the case the appellate
Ir
.
1: rFWV24
r
Judgment was given the City of PaIN DIMWIT AT
John M. Carson, chief of the bureau
bench decided that a " disorderly ducah against the following parties
POLICEISAWS AIM. of manufactures of the depsetment
house" does not have to be one where for back taxes they owe the municiof COMCMCC and labor, and a numnoise is created or rowdyism, breach- pality, its the sums mentioned:
One Clive Off Tail Second's Wild ber of other men of note.
$1410,000;
es of the peace ,etc., prevailed to disAmong the special features of the
J. L. Putnam, $7.72; George ShelShot Kills Dog Tiurgagh
turb the public, but that establish- ton, $455.04; W
convention
will
be
the
report
of
the
.Graves,
T.
Pure Chagrin.
$34.0004.vi
ments of this nature come within the $31.12.
rules committee, which will define the
Two
Fourth
po'icemen
District
apmeaning of the law if persons gather
I rarest paid on time depadts. Prompt attention given
quality of cotton seed oil land, specipear to be badly in need of extra re- fy the regulations
there and gamble in violation of the
under which it is
tie liminess intrusted to us.
volver practice, says the St. Louis to be handled by members of the asClerk's Office.
law, no matter how quietly it is done,
Land in the county has been sold Republic.
The patrons of Ar.nz gathered and
sociation, and the report on the con*
0. W. ROBERTSON, Press.
N. W. VAN CULIN, Calk*.
Yesterday mornieg Edward Died- mittee on publicity showing the adgambled on the rise and fall.of wheat, by John Kupke to James E. Knight
corn and other speculative markets. for $se and the deed filed for record erich, a saloonkeeper at Eleventh and vertisement of this new Southern
O'Fallon streets, discovered his valu- Commodity.
The decision of the appellate bench yesterday with the county clerk.
Mike Isetnan so'd to E. E. Buck able setter dog lying in the back
Beth Plumes, No, 119o.
affects the entire state and virtually
puts bucket shops out of business for *Soo property on the Soutn Side yard suffering great agony, apparently
having been poisoned. Having exin Kentucky. Arent- was fined num- of Jackson near Thirteenth street.
erous times for operating the Place, Oscar Notes and Clyde Johnson hausted every means to rel!eve the
but the $750 assessment was the high- were granted a license to get mar- animal, he called in. two policemen
on the beat to shoot the dog and end
est made, and he tried to get it set ried.
A colored couple to whom a licen his sufferings.
aside.
"Go ahead and shoot it, Kid," said
se was issued was H. L. Griffith, aged
the
fat policeman to his Partner, as
Davis,
aged
44,
of
this
Marcie
and
68
Training Ilia Squirrels.
they entered the yard. "Your gun
Judge Lightfoot is rapidly taming city.
ain't been unloaded since you were
HE WILL ALSO OCCUPY 3E10appointed, six years ago."
WOMAN SAYS SO0.0oo CHICAGO
1)00 CELL
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"Well,"
the
retorted
little
fellow,
PEOPLE ARE IMMORAL.
IN N. Y. PRISON.
"the only time yours went off was
Miss Hall Declares There Are ao Bad when you tripped over your own feet
chasing that dago kid to see if he
Men to One Bad Woman.
had a license to peddle lemons."
Fastidious Convict Has Head Shaved
Chicago, May al.—Lucy A. Hall, of
Nevertheless he unsling his revolAt Home and Jauntily Flit*
the Chicago Deaconess Home, start- ver stepped close to the dog. took
Into Oblivion.
led the Chicago Congregational into- deadly aim and—
goes,"
11111MBLIC
isters yesterday at their meeting in
But that was only a ruse to draw
Slim!
"SIGN OR I'LL BLOW YOUR Association Hall with the charge
off the reporters. The man was Abe
Three Tests for One Dollar.
With the report, Polio's tail flew
HEAD OFF," SAID STEPNew York, May 21.--in an eight- K&ember', Hummel's nephew, He
that half a million persons in Chicatwenty
air,
nearly
feet
the
in
clipped
by-four cell in the Nes. York peni- returned in
The Twice-A-Week REPUBLIC, ra,
DAUGHTER..
go are immoral.
a few minutes. Then the
tentiary on Blacicwell's island—num- basement door opened and the famil- ef
Look, Ma., the oldest sad best
"rasettorality in Chicago is on the off at the root by the bullet
"Good work," said the fat fellow. bered significantly, 23—Abe Hummel,
sead-weekly newspeper J the- knows
Increase". said Miss Hall. "Clandesiar dwafted figure of the disbarred atAs She Had the "Drop" the Old tine affairs in high society occur so "Yon got Bogarchts skinned a mile. rich sybarite, shrewd lawyer, and torney appeared. With his handker- 11140.4 Slates, is making the retestrhf Slim fell
often that the revelations would be See if you can take that right eye- now a convict, is sleeping tonight on chief to his face he sprinted across able subseription
Man Hastened to
a $2 iron cot, facing the beginning to- the sidewalk and leaped into the ma- years for $t-3111 eight-page payers.
appalling
Women would not be bad lash off with the next shot"
Obey.
The little cop glared menacingly morrow of a ten months' engagement chine The chauffeur put on full The offer is good until May 31, 1907.
were it not for bad men. For every
only'. Tell you friend. of Oda opbad woman there are twenty bad at his tormenter, and the revolver as scullery man,
speed and disappeared.
lie reached his cell by a secret way
portunity
wavered an instant in the direction of
to get sentl-weekly three
Thin."
Saclike*
Home.
Heir at
Sioux Falls, S. D.. May 2I.—"Sign
whole
years
for $t. If you are alDeaconess Hall urged upon the the fat one's paunch. Then he took that avoided crowds and cameras at
It was noticeable that Hummel's
those papers or I will blow your head ministers the necessity of a united a step nearer the dog, took murder- 3:3i this afternoon. By 4 o'clock lie
accentuat- ready a subscriber, yoz- Grder will
was
unloveliness
Physical
had been bathed under a cold shower ed by. the removal of his mustache be uccolited now for a renewal to becampaign against the dens of vice in ous aim, and—
off."
that made him wince—had been ar- and the dipping of his hair. He had On when your present
the
into
Chicago
and
an
investigeallan
Wooey
1.scriptiollt
Those were the words which greetrealties of society, where women are
ti' beforeThe bullet tore its way through a rayed in a 6o-cent suit of cotton un- his own barber operate upon him at aspires Remember.
ed George Singer of this city as he indulgent while posing as good.
vital spot in the innardi of the pump, derwear and a many time, used suit home rather than face the negro bar- June t pays ter three yetre'
awoke from a sound slumber. Within
Send all older3 ta The r:
ten feet beyond Rollo, and the fluid of gray and black stripes, and had bers at the island.
•.
a few inches of his face was the muz- HOLD PARENTS FOR DEATH. gurghad forth with a reproachful heard the door of his cell clang beFrom 10:40 until a o'clock Hummel St. Louis
hind him.
moan.
mcinaged to keep out of sight. Then,
zle of a revolver I eld by - Mts. AnTomorrow morning he must arise in accordance with the
"Smoke must a bothered you that
agreement
nie Singer Jones linaerwood, his Father Arrested for Killing Son; New
at
6 o'clock. must fall into lock-step made with the district attorney and
Illinois Medical Society.
time" suggested the Eat fellow, soothWife as Acciartipliethis
of
occupants
with
other
fifty
stepdaughter and latest wife of Witthe sheriff, he drove in the motor car
ingly.
"Close
your
eyes
and
use
Rockford,
Ill.. May al.—The IlliRaieigh,
N.
C,
May
21
—Dr
R.
S.
tier, which is aaTo.„6 on the second —loaned for the occasion
ham Underwood, who recently has
by Philip nois Medical Society convened in its
both hands this time."
physician
Rowland,
a
prominent
here,
a
to
floor,
with
them
march
and
gained considerable notoriety as a
Lewisohn—to 14 West Forty-fourth fifty-seventh annual meeting in this
"Aw, go chase yourself, you big
crook of almost national reputation. was arrested on a warrant kora Hen- dub" ,savagely cried the exasperated breakfast served upon narrow uncov- street, where his nephew, Kaffenberg, city this morning.
The opening sesderson, Vance county charging him
ered hoards. Without speaking to
Underwood was arrested at Hot with the
cop. "Say, 1f you can shoot that gun his neighbors, even if he desired to, lives.
PiOn was taken up in arranging the
murder
of
the
it-year-old
Springs, Ark., two or three weeks ago son near Kittrell
Deputy Sheriff Joseph Bell was the credentials of delegate, and organiain Vance county, to of yours half as well as you can shoot he will eat this if he can:
and brought back to Sioux Falls on obtain money
man
to whom the little lawyer for- ing the convention, President J. F.
and property left the of that big mouth of yours go on
Twelve ounces of hash.
the charge of obtaining $230 from a boy, the insurance being Ow. The tnd kill that dog. I'm off the job."
mally surrendered. He was waiting Percy of Galeaburo, presided. SeverTen ounces of bread.
for Hummel, and shortly after 3 al professional papers were read due'
610x Falls bank by false pretense.
boy died two weeks ago after taking
And he strode angrily from the
One quart of coffee.
o'clock the two, in a closed carriage,ling the day. The formal welcoming
Mrs. Underwood resorted to the
walk in the woods with his father. yard.
Like Any Other Convict.
proceeded to the Seventieth street
desperate Measure in order to se- and it is alleged the lad said his fathIt was plainly up to the fat cop.
The hash will be served on a bat- ferry, which the penitentiary main- exercise% tette plane this mnivOlt•
cure a Part of the money required er had given him an orange which He drew his .4s, took careful aim at
coffee in a dented tains. \Viten the penitentiary was when the visitors will be greeted by
for obtaining the% release of her. hus- tasted 'bitter. The warrant charges the writhing dog, and the spectators tered tin plate; the
tin cup One pewter spoon will be reached Deputy Warden John J. Mayor Jardine and President Percy
will deliver his annual address. The
band from jail.
murder by poleoning.
all batted their eyes.
the only eating utensil. There will gurtha was told of Humusel's arrival.
convention will be in session until
Mr. Singer, know.ng that his stepRowland's wife, to whom he was
Snap
be no butter, no sugar. no napkin.
He ordered that he be placed in a
daughter was in deadly earnest and married last week, was arrested as
"Geer seid• the fat cop, reddening.
immediately after breakfast, the ceil st once. Then his "pedigree' was Friday. The attendance is very largft._,
would carry out her threat, quickly an accomplice.
"I forgot that hammer was on that formerly debonnair Hummel. once taken and placed on file in the prison many of the members being accompanied by their wives, and the eonattached his signature to the note
empty shell." And the crowd snick- the pet of the show girls, with a reeords.
ention promises to be one of the
and mortgage which hie stepdaughter GUILTY OF DEATH BY DRINK ered.
striped cap covering his clipped hair, 'Pale and nervous, but trying brave- most
held in her other h.and.
Again the fat fellow cautiously ap- will fall into line again and move' to iy to hold himself together, Hummel ciety. successful ever held by the soThe mortgage and note were for Manslaughter Verdict for Saloonist1 proached the dog and placed the muz- the storeroom. His duties will be to answered the questions
briefly.
$scia It is said in explanation of the
Boy Dies From Gin.
!e!semismeeposilleilmillieer
zle close to the animal's head. Sud- wash and weigh vegetables and meat. .Every Saturday he may bathe bewife's desperate action that a brother
Mattoon, Ill., May 21.—Edward denly the dog, in an expiring parox- If he does well at this he will be fore the negro barber shaves him.
of Underwood had agreed to pay one- Reener, a former saloon keeper, was ysm of agony, leaped high in the air given a trial as cook.
Every four weeks the clippers will
bah of the sum required to get him found gilty of manslaughter in the with a hair-raising yowl. This so
In the eyes of Warden Fallon and be run over his head. Every night
out of his scrape and Mrs. Under- circuit court at Carlyle. Last May disconcerted the cop that he fell back the keepers, Htonrnel is a common from 7 until 9:3o he may read in his
wood decided to raise the remainder Edwin Sharp, aged is, drank a quart with a gasp his finger involuntarily convict and as'such his treatment will cell, with its cot, its little shelf and
and in an effort to settle the case of gin in Reefer's place and died from pressed the trigger, and the gun ex- not be a whit better than the lowest its incandescent lamp for furniture.
agatnet her husband and secure his the effects, The gin was bought for ploded. Rollo fell to the ground prisoner on the island. He will have
release, from custody she resorted the boy by Albert Younger, but the deader than the State Excise Commis- to conform to every regulation until
TEXAS EAGLES MEET.
March 20,1908. His sentence for subcould held that Reener should have sioner bill.
to force.
Dodgethe
ornation
in
of
perjury
' rim in the event that Underwood prohibited the act.
Convention in Session at San
"Got him dead center that time,
but it is ex- State
ip securing his release, hid
didn't I?" gleefully exclaimed the Morse case was a year.
Antonio.
The "Tribune" "Rambler" "Monarch"0
given
the
nsital
be
will
that
he
pected
trouble. NW)
, would not be over, for PAINTS WHOLE TOWN GREEN. fat fellow, to the spectators at large.
Antonio,
behavior,
—The
San
Tex., May 21
two months off for good
and "Imperial."
:he is waited in Chitago on . Cie
A close examination of the dog's
Texas state convention of the FraterHides on Last Free Day.
,,charge of embezzlement, a reward of Church is Only. Btiilding in Brokaw, carcass failed to discover the mark
The little lawyer's last home of lib- nal Order of Eagles was formally opTHE LEADING WHEELS.
Wis., to Escape.
, $zoo having' been offered for his capof any bullet except the one which erty today were spent in an elaborate ened here this morning. The busi, tun. on this charge, and in addition a
clipped off his tail.
EASY TERMS.
ness streets of the city are brilliantBrokaw, Wis., May al.—Wisconsin. The little cop made a careful note effort to avoid the publie gaze. The
oformer wife from whom he never
help- ly decorated and the numerous delprobably
succeeded
that
he
fact
legally separated would also like is going to have a real green town, of this fact for future refernce.
ed him to keep up his courage and egates are being hoepitabln entertain- Old Wheels taen in exchange. Send
to appear against him as the prose- and Brokaw is the place. The Wauface his fate jauntily. He entered ed by the San Antonio lodge. Mayor
Ls your repai. work.
cuting. witness on a charge of bigamy. aan Paper Mills company, which
Cotton Seed Men at Jamestown.
prison 'as gamely as any convict ever Callaghan cordially welcomed the
owns practically the whole town, has
Jamestown, Va., May 2I —What received there.
convention this morning. This afterLord Curzon was not'slow in dis- awarded a eontract to William. Laat- promises to be the most important 'At to:4o o'clock in the morning noon the state aerie went into secret
covering what was expected' of the sch of this city to give, every house, annual meeting ever held by the In- there was a crowd of one hundred session The attendance at the eonhead of an up-to-date university. His barn and other building in this place terstate Cotton Seed Crushers' asso- persons in front of rliumlnel's house, vention is large, contingents being on
fret act as chantellor of Oxford was a °coat of green paint. The contract ciation opened here today for a three- ea East Seventy-third weer. A big head from Denison, Fort Worth,
to rnaike an appeal for a million or co price is e1,300. Illse new church will days' eession. Every section of the motorcar was standing at the cub. Houston Warn Corsicena. Sherman.
for the "urgee'lleeda" of the institu- be the one building in town which south is well, repreeented at the con- Suddenly a matt ran down the steps Pi Paso, Pale.tioe and other
tion,
will stand out in cream. color of brick. vention. The aesoctetion will be ad- and jumped into the dosed tonneau.
726-13S North Fifth Street.
1 TW THE REGISTER
There are fifty-two dwelling houses dressed 'by Dr. C. W. Wiley, chief of The ear whirled around and darted off ADVERT*0!
Next to Kentucky Theatre.
.Read the Deily Rtgister for News. here. ;
the chemistry bureau of the United white the crowd shouted: "There he
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EVADE SHIPPING LAM
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION WILL NOW COMPEL
RAILROADS TO KEEP RECORD OF THOSE ATTEMPTING
TO VIOLATE THE SHIPPER'S RATE BILL—SATISFACTORY
CONFERENCE HELD YESTE RDAY BETWEEN MINE OWN-
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. ankAa ..n..
Behind the effort of Mrs. Gould
'
-."..
dent of the St. Bernard Coal comto obtain a sepe ration from her husand
presidnt.
ar Salmon, president
pany;'
band and Gould's efforts to "get
R. J. Salmon, manager of the Ilsley
'
Matti;
something on his wife," it was learnCoal company, Daley, Ky.; Brack Owed there is a romance in which Gould
en, city, president of the Carbondale
and an actress are involved and which
Coal company; Clarence Martin, of
is prevented from culminating in a
Greenville, president of the Green,
PADUCAH, K Y
ville Coal company; J. W. Lamb,
marriage of the couple only by Mrs. 130 8 THIRD STREET.
president of the Hillside Coal comGould's instance in obtaining a lim4
pany, Greenville; R. Morgan, Central
ited divorce.
Coal
City, president of the Morgan
company,• and C. Mt Budde, MemMississippi Editors,
Coal
p his, of the West Kentuck
(Chicago Tribune.)
Jackson, Miss., May 21.—Pythian
company.
The people are no tonger touched Castle Hall was well filled this mornAll on each side expressed them- by the pitiful protestations of dublic ing at the opening of the twentyselves as satisfied with the agreement service corporations that the regula- second
annual meeting of the Missisreached, after adjournment of the
tion of their rates will impoverish sippi Press association. President L.
conference.
them and work injury to the public. T. Carlisle of West Point called the
When any plaint of that king. is gathering to order soon after m
"The -Interstate Commerce commisS LOOT A CHURCH:
;Ion has started a sweeping investiga. MEMBER
heard now an incredulous community o'clock and the remainder of the foreasks for evidence. So the persons noon was taken up with the exchange
t ots into charges that hundreds of
Efforts of Bishop Haratsman
who are in the habit of traveling on of greetings and the organization of
'shippers throughout the United States Resent
to Remove Pastor.
Illinois railroads 'are quite unmoved the convention. An attractive pro'"engaged in various lines of business.
'have been guilty of underbilling and
the statement that the roads will gramme of papers and addresses will
21.—There„ by
May
n,
0.,
Youngstow
keep the editors busy until Thursday,
vio
in
s,
commoditie
ing
• underweigh
St. An- lose money if the passenger rate is when an excu.rsion to Gulfport will
lation of the new railroad rate act. was a complete looting of
that
and
mile,
a
cents
a
to
Sun- lowered
bring the excursion to a close.
• "As a result an order has been made thony's Italian Catholic church
the the passengers possible will have to
of
the
by
members
morning
day
shall
railroads
' that in the future all
on
of
instead
benches
on
sit
wooden
'keep a record of violations of the law congregation who are standing by the cushions. The people do not believe
K. of P. at Wichita.
mob
a
Lops,
accessiFather
pastor,
be
acting
shall
Kas., May 21.—The thirtin Otis respect that
Wichita,
unand
so
deplorable
that
anything
ble at all times to'agents of the com- of some 3,000 people sweeping down comfortable would happen, even on ty-sixth annual convention of the
• mission, It will thus be brought at a ;signal given by ringing the the over-capitalized Atlon.
Kansas grand lodge of the Knights of
called to order in Gars
-home to shippers that the railroad act church bells.
There is no reason to believe that Pythias was
• regulates their operations as much as
hail
field
o'clock this morning by
9
at
The movement is a continuance of the
"vastly
be
passenger service will
it does those of the railroads.
the defying of Bishop Hortsman by impaired" in any partieular. The Grand Chancellor W. M. Ready of
"Underbillinte or underweighing the congregation, which resented the
Wellington. At the same hour the
ecorne accustomed to a
annual session of the Grand Temple
• shipments offered in interstate corn- bishop's effort to remove the pastor. public has
-amerce is punishable by fine and im- They have seceded from the Catholic certain standard of quality and would of Pythian Sisters was called to ornot submit to anything less satisfac- der in K. of P. Hall. The attendance
prisonment, or both. In the case of church.
tory. Haring become accustomed to is large and the decorations in honor
• two oil companies doing business in
comfortable cars, it would of the visitors are especially handsome
reasonably
was
evidence
strong
Carolina,
North
ow
insist upon having them. If the rail- and numerous.
obtained that railroad companies were PROSECUTOR ens
LID AT GRAND RAPIDS. roads were to cease to provide them,
• defrauded of comparatively large sums
shipments
there would be further railroad legisby the underweighing of
Kansas Pharmacists.
"Gentlemen's Clubs” for lation.
-The evidence collected in this cornice- Even After
Kansas
City, Kan., May 21.—Many
Liquor.
Dispensing Insulny
The lowering of the passenger rate leading druggists throughout the state
i•tion hae been forwarded to the deGrand Rapids, Mich., May 21.—The will not affect the comfort or cons•pariment of justice and proceedings
at the_opening of
is on Grand Rapids and is grow- venience of the traveling public of were present today
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• "Complaint is being made that the first the
that. They are more formid- ciation President M. W. Friendento putting a stop to care of
evil of underbilling and underweigh- was confined sale of liquor in lodg- able regulators of the steam roads berg of Winfield. occupied the chair
the
"Ing is steadily growing. tt is said cockfights, running slot machines than is the general assemoly with its at the opening session this morning,
ing
houses,
reabout
timid
the and Mayor Connell welcomed, the visthat the railroads are
keeping saloons open after hours. a-cent fare bill. They are forcing
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after
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the commission on account of the But now
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thre days discussing veriaus questions
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give
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trouble and inconvenience each a step keepers and the the rich men's club senger business. They are beginning of mutual interest to those engaged
a rule. Peninsular Club.
cairn's The railroads.
of the city, has become scared by his to put i nservice cars quite as com- in the trade.
merely direct the attention of an ofdrop cannot be bought modious as those of the steam roads.
fending shipper to an instance of un- threats and a Sunday. The Manhat- It those roads should let their serCotton Seed Crushers to Meet.
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This summer wwill witness a great morrow at the Jamestown Exposition
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Overseer and Negro Killed.
J. H. WilIt is idle for railroad officials to
mine nperatnrt and Tltinois Central ing usurious interest from
Orleans, May 20,—George
New
consay that the contemplated legislation
officials at the Palmer hotel, the !es. liamson. a printer. Hughes was
, the overseer of the Ames
Richardson
a. in. until t p victed of collecting 7 1-2 per cent. a is not judicious and to dilate on its plantation, just across the river froM1
skin lasting from
loan
a
on
direful consequences. That legisla- New Orlearns, and a negro, John
in. The railroad has such an unpre- month for several months
tion will only hasten a little the re- Lewis, were shot and instantly killed
cedented rush of tmainett that every of ;to
duction of rates which has to come this afternoon by a negro, Jesse
ear is constantly in lute, while the car
Look After the Bad Ones First.
as a result of the competiton be- Clark. who made his escape to the
butldkiir concerns over the country
(Chicago Examiner.)
have orders enough to keep them gotween electricity and steam. The of- city, and now the whole police forte
The police have been instructed to ficials of the Alton road say the 2ing night and day for two yeari
of Ness- Orleans is trying to catch
LONG LSTABLISHILD
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The railroad tries to equitably ilia- begin a crusade against the carrying cent rate connot be made to pay ex- him. If caught and turned over 40
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penses even under favorable condi- the Jefferson authorities, he will have
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If any Paducah, people who ship
...woods by rail are gully of underweighing or under-billing the pack• ages crsigned, they will come in for
-attention from the Interstate Com,.
ea:tierce commission, as this all-povver•
I /al body has started a crusade of
"prosecution against the shippers over
,the country who try to get goods
freighted at a weight less than the
i shipment actually amounts to in
__pounds. It is understood that many
• Paducah shippers are guilty of these
-violations, and regarding what they
have to face hereafter, the follow.
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$230,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits . . . 100,000.00
Stockholders' Liability. . .
230,000.00
Total . . . . - - $560.00n.00
Total Resources . .$985,453.23
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10 good teams with wagons
to haul fluor spar from the
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class prices will be paid either
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3AMES E. WILHELM, President have a salutary effect upon every
Treasurer linquent.
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is Against Me" instes.1 of the other i66o—Dollard des Ormeaux and his
The story of merchandising is a very interesting
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
companions killed at the derendering which more accurately exfence of the Long Sault.
st,
one, and from field to counter, materials are subpresses the Great Teacher's mind— 1798—Benjamin Stoddert of MaryEntered at the Postoffice of PaduObservance.
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The Sunday question is one of the Me."
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consumer. Labor and skill are necessary and of1.50
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religious standpoint the whole their meal on the Sabbath day. 'But 1849—Maria Edgeworth, English nov1.15 a
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antable goods are the result of creative genius—
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Master
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1890—House
the manufacturer or the brain of the artisan
The Register office at once. Teleed the McKinley tariff bill.
phone Cumberland 318,
humbly hope we are, announced dance halls, and vicious theatres and
who executes in detail every part of the work.
the great rule by which We may de- give us the day of rest that our 1894—Emile Henry, French anarchist, beheaded in Paris.
This productive brain, genius, and skill make
termine the individual question of Master intended that we should have. r899—Baby Marion Clark kidnapped
stores and merchants possible.
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ambassador
19o4—France
her
recalled
"The Sabbith was made for man".
Danger of Summer Separations.
The merchant is merely the distributor of the
to the Vatican.
This succinct statement of the reawares that are made ready for sale, and he ocwritThere is much truth in what a
Wednesday Morning, May 12, 1907 son of Sabbath law has been forgot++++
+
er in the Delineator says in regard to
cupies a peculiar position in the community.
^
ten too frequently by our preachers the dangers of summer separations
He must choose from the thousands of articles
and is not emphasized enough in our between husband and wife, and the
Compulsory Voting.
made ready for his counters, and 'choose *Ole
dut(cussion of the queition. Mn ideas advanced by him are worthy of
The Nashville Banner in commust not, dare not, spend his whole most serious consideration. • All will
things best suited to the community to which he
menting on a law,in Austria making
time in the 'sordid affairs of every adnit, after reading what he says,
it compulsory on the subjects of that
caters. He must present styles that he considday life. The body is not all of the that an element of risk is involved
coustry, to vote,* considers it reers
best suited to his patrons—colors and comman, and its needs and desires must in the matter. The prOposition is 4. Articles Grave and Gay Culled
markable that such a law should be
•
binations
Exchanges
•
4
.
From
of colors that he thinks will please.
4
,
enacted sunder a monarchial govern-(snot absord his whole life. The in- laid down in this language:
Fortunate indeed is the man who succeeds in •
"Long summer separations between + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
znent when in our republic so little tellect Must have its food and its evtempounwise
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wife
physical
husband
and
ercise
combined
but
even
the
Jerseyville.
in
Spring
attention is given to the matter.
supplying the demands of the community he
rary divorces that often leave a long
(Newark Evening News.)
A republican form of government and intellectual parts of man do not trail of sorrow, grief and misunderserves!
Rugs dangling,
is the best in the world, yet the in- make the whole ma". The spirit and standing. They do not actually wreck
The merchant must know values, and must know
'Birds wrangling,
difference of its citizens to their du- its needs must also receive attention home and happiness, but they are an
Long. gangling
how to procure the best values. It must not be
ties as such in the matter of elections at our hands if we would not die, unnecessary risk, like 'rocking a boat'
Boy' angling.
is an evidence of el-cay. If a mon- and death in its most awful manifes- —a foolish experiment that may overguesswork. He must know!
turn and swamp it.
Park scenerarchial government discovers compul- tation is spiritual death.
"When one member of the home
This takes as much preparation, as much sey cleaner,
So with these tru hs that are both firm takes a long solitaire vacation
sory voting to be a good thing, how
Lawns greener,
rious thought, as it does to know any profesmuch more so would such a law be in religious and scientific grasped firm- and the other stays at home in loneGirls leaner.
liness,
though
trouCupid.
blind,
sees
sion. It is not child's play by any means for
this country. where the people are ly by our minds we may approach
More vval•king,
ble ahead. With two who love each
sepposed to rule..
the question of Sunday observance. other the temporary separation may
•
any man in any branch of merchandising to preng.
Several years ago, the Register, The man whose work is-largely of a be the thin edge of the wedge oi a
And gawking.
sent his wares intelligently and to keep strictly
Less knocking
recognizing the evils attendant upon mental nature and whose body is, as permanent growing apart. These
up with the procession.
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the indifference of our citizens upon it were, imprisoned for
Cars fleeter,
a whole solo vacations force each into a new
a
environment
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which
other
in
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It
has always been the policy of this store to
the question of voting in every elec- week must necessarily spend his
heetaetrelr—
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a
no part; they lessen the sweetness of
Oh,
tion, suggested as a remedy the en- Sabbath in different manner than
•
serve
the store's interest by serving, to the best
the mutual dependence; they break the
A skeeter!
actment of a law that where a citizen man whose labors are
continuity
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conference
loving
and
almost wholly
of our ability, the store's patrons. In that enentitled to a vote failed to exercise of a physical
conetint confidence; they make it
Something Accomplished.
nature. And all men
deavor we have catered as best we could to the
easier for each to face life's problems
that privilege, he be disfranchised for should
(Detroit News.)
remember that the day is in alone instead of hand in hand.
taste and judgment of our customert: ignitak
a period covering the entire succeedThe prohibition party has at least
a peculiar sense dedcated to the spir"The regular annual exodus of the interred a hoary joke respecting two
in g year, or in other words that he
given much thought and spent a great deal of
it of man. While it should provide wife, because she has a restless desire governors.
be barred from voting until after the
to
get
somewhere;
away
she
because
•
rest and relaxation for the tired body
money in establishing connections that would
has friends who insist on her accomnext succeeding general election. For
The Senatorship.
and the rundown mind it should panying them, or because she fears
bring
us the very best values that money would
fear that our suggestion might be
(Kansas City Star.)
considered a radical departure from largely be used for spiritual purposes, the neighbors will think she cannot
When Faker shouts "don't give
buy. Through our New York connection, with
afford to go away—these are the up
the ship." he means, of course, the
the custom observed in this country, not that attendance upon church is forma of
a man on the spot all the time, we know of the
voluntary separation., for senatorship.
necessary
to
this
though
end
with
we pointed out that a resident of this
weeks and months that are dangerbest things the market affords and therefore are
city might be a qualified voter for fif- most of us that is perhaps, one of ous and sometimes even prove a
Got Another Lanson.
able
to offer goods at prices we could not afford
ty years, yet if he neglected to regis- the hest way of disposing of two or short cut from matrimony to ali(Kansas City Star.)
ter on two certain days in October three hours out of the twenty-four mony.
The joke seems to be on the steel
to do otherwise.
The theory that husband and wife trust, which traded Charles M •
he was disfranchised at the general given us as holy to Jehovah and to
should be saparated occasionally so Schwab for Mr. Corey, because Mr
The merchant's customers are the final arbiters
election in November Thousands of man. Now, leaving the fundamentals, that they may appreciate each other
Schwab was too gay. '
of
values, and we believe this is the busy store
voters register but fail to vote on we come to specific observance. We more is a dangerous doctrine. 'Vacaelection day, and the extension of the contend that within limits this must tions with each other may be new
because
of the good values we offer.
Now for Another Brainstorm.
(Houston Post.)
application of ttte
principle of the be left to individual conscinences ex- miniature honeymoons, bringing re,
•
This store's success has been made by selling
newed love to both, but long vacaJacob Riis says a visit to the white
tregi•tration law to; the general elec- cept to things absolutely antagonistic tions
from each other are what the house is as good as going to church
the people what they want, not what we think
tion would stimulate the voting in to the very spirit of the day. Or Insurance companies term "extraRespectfully referred to Mrs Minor a
they ought to want.
this country and force many a man'to execept as to those things which are hazardous 'risks."
Morris.
vote at the general election through inferior to public morals, peace or
fear of disfranchising himself. - The health. On
And Now is the Time.
Compulsory Voting.
the other hand the day
(Detroit Journal )
laggards in voting are not found should be kept
(Nashville
Banner.)
as free as possible
Actor Richard Mansfield has "gone
In Austria they have a compulo'ry
among politicians, wire-pullers, ward from
mercenary uses and not even election
law, which has recently been abroad to recuperate." The American
heelers attd bums, but among that
the demands of a tired body or a rust- tested for the first time with a re-tilt theatre-going public, however, will
class known as good citizens, and
ing mind should be coined into cur- that is far from satisfactory. It is have to do its recuperating here at
home. who have no pecuniary interest in
a
a
rent money in the hands of any one stated that in the election held in
elections other than to see the best
Vienna
lower
were
and
there
Austria
a
on the -day God instituted for man's
Good Sense.
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so.000 registered voters who failed to
men win. If every good citizen in a
a
(Boston Transcript.)
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ire largely in favor of the very best anthem should be the development of fines. It in not
likely that there will airee for vice-president." Considerathe
spiritual
man.
As
long
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men
candidates being elected, and the deebe a wholesale prosecution at this ble horse sense in that, even if Senabon of the best men is an encourage- keep these fundamental facts before time, as allowance will probably he tor Tillman did say it.
mse! other good Men to offer for their eyes there can be little or no made for the newness of the law. The
It Would Help Hint.
evasions of the law in this instance
trouble with Sunday observance.:
(Washington Herald.)
win be made rather the ground for
As to drink, saloons and places of
.clections ire to be turned
Mr.Thotnos W. Lawson says lie
an educative discussion in the hope
oa:er to the riffiraft element and vicious import, if there is any day on that at the next election the law will returned from an interview with the
1H
soketeing politicIan, tO put grafters which they should be open that day is be more generally observed with the pope feeling "about two feet high:'
would be a real benefaction to manand coritipt men in 'office, then the surely not Sunday. And no man understanding that the penalties for kind if
his holiness would grant Mr.
republican from of government be- who. has one particle of love for him- evasion will be enforced.
It is remarkable that 1 compulsory Lawson an interview about noce a
wows tht most-nbnoxions and worst self, his family or his. kind would election law should be enacted under week.
Under tie Auspices of 1gs WOMAN'S CLUB
form of government that can possibly for one moment consent to allowing a monarchial government, when in
Great Opportunity.
Ow for it means that the reins or gov- the ° rest day of ,thir. work to our own free republic, where the gov(Washington oPst.)
ernment
and
its
policies
supposed
are
;fernmeni are in the hands of the vi- be desecrated by their existence on
With the acme tied in the ninth.
4.
to depend upon the will of the people
ftions and.corcupt, and a government this day.
expressed at the ballot box, there is two men out, and the bases full, a
lity the ininority, .for we believe the
And it is unfair to manknd to so little attention given to the im- !player has a splendid chance to win
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lkood pcokt tit be in the majority -in couple the supporters of Sunday a's portance of the elective franchise. for himself the title of "undesirable Virginia Listemann, Soprano.
Zoe Pearie Park, Contralto.
citizen" by striking out.
every divisiou of our country.
Alfred D. Shaw, Tenor.
a rest day in every sense and the The 'American citizen accepts the
H. J.wilautts.
proposition that it is his duty as Well
Nern who Wilftiliy neglect t'o exer- wide-open men. . This
Forrest Dabney Carr, Basso-Cantante.
Oklahoma View of Women.
is vikjiii
a; his privilege to vote, but in tvery
cise their citizenship should be made-oniftWieVialirrin
(Kansas City Star.)
The whole under the direction of
teresls desire, and community there are many citizens of
Frederick Ntifil Innen
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ferent
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Paris, May 21.—The appeal of Count
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Airlift going bring about an allance Boni de Castellane against the decisthe leading roles.
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evident that they should be punished
between the laborer who desires a ion of the court which on Nov. 14 'Rue/ has been notoriously
Mr. Carr, like his great predecessor,
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for the faatire to perform a duty
granted a divorce to the Countess de
David Bisphatn; is famous as-a
the field marshal of the forces of
change of scene and euvironment on
singer
Castellane, formerly Anna Gould of
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of ieder and his public song r
Sunday and the saloon keeper. The- New York, came up for hearing to- blackmail and graft in general In San
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York and Chicago are
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RTAIN AT "COMMITTEE
E. R. 81)OBBS
COLLEGE TONIGHT
OF SEVEN"

Mr. Louis Ilenneberger is in Mt.
Vernon, Ill., visiting his wife and
child who are there, the guests of
Mrs. Henneberger's mother.
EVENT AT WEST KENTUCKY TO TAKE OVER SOME OF THE
Mrs. Aaron Hurley left yesterday
COLLEGE AT LONE OAK .
POWER OF MAYOR,
for Creal Springs and Dixon Springs
THIS EVENING.
RESIGNED.
for a sojourn, having just recovered
from an attack of illness.
Mrs. James W. Magnor and. grand- The
Crescendo Club Gathers Tomor- Unable to Secure the Co-operation
daughter, Miss Bessie Lou Watts, will
row Afternoon With Miss Virof Rudolph Spreckles and
leave tomorrow for French Lick
ginia Newell—Social
F. J. Heney.
Springs, Ind., for a sojourn, to recuperate, both having just recovered
from an attack of lagrippe.
This evening the scholars of the
Mrs. William Magnor and daughSan Francisco, May 21—The "comters, Laura and Louella, have return- West Kentucky college at Lone Oak mittee of Seven" appointed by the
ed home after a pleasant visit to the will give quite an elaborate enter- five commercial organizations of San
family of the former's brother, Mr. tainment, at which many city people Francisco -o take over some of the
George A. Watts of West Trimble will be present. Friday night at, that power of Mayor Schmitz, wi.h the
street.
place the commencement ..extercises latter's consent, for the purpose Oi
PER—
for the county poOlc schools will be bringing about some order in muniMrs. David A. Yeiser yesterday held at the college building.
cipal affairs
cortscqtknce oil a
went to Nashville to attend the comgeneral disorganization and lack of
mencement of her alma mater, St.
The Crescendo Club.
harmony in the city government reCecelia.
Miss Virginia Newell will have a sulting from the sensational
bribery
Mks. Otho Powell yesterday Went called meeting of the Crescendo club
graft exposure, resigned last night.
to Princeton to visit her mother-in- tomorrow afternoon at 4:15 o'clock at
The reason assigned by the commitlaw, Mrs. T. M. Powell, who next her residence on
North Seventh tee for withdrawing was that it had vits of the prosecution contain among
to
former
here
with
retua-nc
the
week
street. The members are all request- been unable to secure the co-opera- other things, a deposition from' Judge
while we go through the motions of
hustling we don't always get along as visit before going to Texas to re- ed to report on the number of tickets tion of Rudolph Spreckles and Fran- Dunne denying that he had referred
side
to Mayor Schmitz, as a grafter. For-,
they have sold for the "Liebling Con- cis J. Heney, who are the
fast as we think we do.
head of the
Mrs. Allen Bowde, of Memphis, it
An English girl in Chicago, he says visiting her mother. Mrs. S. C. oteirt" to take place Saturday, June 1, fraud investigation. This action . was mal denial is made also by Assistant
Prosecuting Attorney Heney that a
at he Kentucky urder the auspices taken by the committer
in the Bellman, recently complained Grouse of South Sixth street.
after a meetconspiracy exists among Rudolph
-at
this
musical
club
to her American friends that what
ing
which
lasted
nearly the entire
Mrs. James Rice and daughter go
Spreckles and others to convict
troubled her most in American cities to Clarksville. Tenn., in a few days
afternoon and at which Gov. Gillette
Schmitz. The select:on of a jury
Corpe Diem Club.
was the way in which people daw- to visit.
sought in vain to dissuade the oemMiss Camille Leagey will this even- bers from taking the step they did. will liollow ;the seatlemenlia/Pif the
dled in the streets. She found herself
Mrs. J. J. Morrill and children, of
question of a change of elute
continuall yblocked and unable to go Caldwell county, arrived yesterday to ing entertain the Carpe Diem club The committee was to have
acted in
along as fast as she was accustomed visit the former's. parents, Mr. and at her home, four miles from this an advisory capacity to the mayor,
city on tit- Cairo Pike.
to walk at home.
Mrs. J. W. Ragsdale
and the latter had promised -to carry KENTUCKY WANTS SETLERS.
Of course, the Arnericn friends faMiss Jeanette Bernhard has returnout whatever it recommended.
The assrity Club.
miliar with the witticisms about the ed to Chicago after visiting her paNew York, May 21.-11. Vreeland
The Charity club will hold an imslowness of an Eng-shwoman's con- rents, Mr and Mrs. George Bernhard.
state commissioner of agriculture.
duct thought she was joking, whereMrs. Wm. Foster of Springfield, portant meeting at to o'clock this
WILL PROCEED.
and Statc Senator J. W. Newman of
as she was entirely and quite intelli- Mo.. is visiting Dr. Divs.
FosernI
ter's morning at the res:dence of Mrs.
54..wie
Kentucky are in town .with a letter
George C. Wallace of North Ninth Trial of Mayor Schm.tz on Charges from Frank Saigent, commissioned
family.
gibly in earnest.
Mr James Balllowe has returned street, and it is desired that every
Americans
in London seldom
.of immigration to Commissioner Robof Extortion.
member be present.
spend much time in the city, or bus- from Waterloo, Ala.
ert Watchborn asking the latter to
Manager Thomas B. Upton of the
For Visitors.
iness section. They live and seek their
San Francisco, May 21.—The case afford the two every facility for inAn informal musical will be given of Mayor Eugene E. Schmitz. on trial vestigating he conditions at- Ellis ispleasures in the West End or uptown, Dixie Mills. has returned from New
where everyone is at leisure, and York and. Philadelphia, having at- tomorrow evening by Mrs. George on a charge of exaortion, will proceed land, that they may report to their
thereby they get an idea that the tended the National Hosiery Manu- Flournoy at her country home, today. The prosecution filed last `state on the advisability of encouragBritisher is a vastly more leisurely facturers' association meeting at the "Lolomai Lodge," complimentary to night the affidavits in answer to the ing immigrants to settle in Kentucky.
Mesdames John Arnold Bell and
person than he is. If they lived for latter place.
Mrs. Saunders A. Fowler and Frank 0. Waits of Nashville, guests ones submitted by Schmitz in applyawhile in the atmosphere of the city
Dawson. of Mr.:. Robert B. Phillips, and Mrs. ing for change of venue. The affida- Read the Daily Register for News.
they would find it a good deal more daughter have returned from
luk-a, Maurice Joseph of Cincinnati, who
of
McKenzie
Mamie
Miss
like borne.
Miss., arrived yesterday. to visit Miss is visiting Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman
It is not to be doubted that the avMyrtle Decker.
The musical numbers will be renerage American moves his legs and
Bolt went to Dawson yesdered on the veranda.
arms faster than the average Briton. terdra
?'rY.Ray
Mrs. Eli G. Boone, who was to
Perhaps the individual gets over a
Mr,„;Artliiir aday is here from
given number of yards of ground Palestine, Texas, visiting his parents have entertained at bridge tomorrow
quicker, but I earnestly doubt whethMrs. Wm. Johnson, wife of the Pa- morning for Mesdames Watts and
er the whole business community of trolman, today goes to Nashville. Bell, has called in the affair, on account of the Matinee club races toany large American city travels five Tenn., to be operated on.
'morrow
afternoon.
blocks as fast as does the population
Miss Mamie Taylor of Henderson,
of the city of London.
went home yesterday after visiting
Concesitions to Oil Men.
The eye habituated to the street MitsAllie Cabell.
Wdshington, D. C., May 21.----The
scenes of large European cities is less
Mr. Leslie Puryear will return tostruck by the rapidity of movement morrow from McKenzie, Tenn., where complaint of the National Petroleum
association against the Chicago, Milon a crowded American street than by he attends college.
Attorney Arthur Martin has return- waukee & St. Paul, the Pennsylvania,
its disorderliness. Like the hare in
the Ann Arbor and other railroads,
the fable, Americans have a habit ed from Grahamv'e, Ky.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST.
Mr. Roy L. Culley 's in Chicago alleging unreasonable and discriminatwhen going at top speed of stopping
ing rates on petroleum and its proto look at things. Almost any old on business.
Mrs. Mary Wilkins of La Center ducts, came up for hearing today bething will dp. • •
fore the Interstate Commerce comWhich, oft course, reads peevishly. is visiting 'he family of Attorney A. mission.
liaper.
L.
But it is the•honest impression of one
The National. Petroleum associaMrs. Clarence Miller and daughter,
who returneto the United States aftion is an independent oil company
326-28 S. 3rd St.,
NEW 743.
OLD PHONE 481-a
Miss
Hanle,
returned
yesterda
yfrotta
ter an absence long enough for the
allege. discrimination in favancl
it
old things, 10 seem new to him. I &several weeks' v'sit to Madisonville. or of the Standatd. In anticipation
can understand that English girls Ky.
of the hearing, today the railroads a
ALMr. Louis•Y. Henneberger has re- week or so agg aunounced a big conimpatience. I have found myself
wondering whither the busy Ameri- turned from wending several days cession to the Independetst oil men,
can is really busier than the _busy With his wife and child, who are vis- especially on .the rate. for the return
Bisitisher. I know Americans who iting Mrs. Henneberger's fother at of empty tank cars from the Pacific
are too busy to Wend more than ten It. Veruon,
coast. The readjustment -or rates
minutes at -their lunch; once in their
means that the Standard Oil comoffice will put their feet up, tilt their ;cm officers of the league. The op- pany will no longer enjoy an excluschairs, 'swap iitiises, and pick their ening proceedings were thoroughly ive rate from central freight and
;UNDERTAKILKS and ILMDALINERS
harmonious. The session will con- trunk line association ter'tories to
teeth the rest orthe afterh‘nn
tinue several days.,
the western coast.
21 1-2 13 South Third Street.
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SOAP PASTE

Elegant for Shampooing
The Hair

317 BR.OADWAY

25 cents Per Jar

They are Shapely and Beautiful
Price $18.00
The Newest, Shape and Style
tor Ladies' Wraps.
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The steamer Clyde gets out for the
Tennessee river tonight She comes
back again next Monday night.
The Diek Poteler leaves this morning at 8 o'clock for Cairo and comes
back tonight about 9 o'clock.
The Buttorff comes in today from
Clarksville and departs at once for
achrille
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out at once
on her return that way.
The Joins S Hopkins went to Evansville yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
The steamer Kentucky conics out
of the Tennessee river tomorrow
night and stays here until 5 o'clock
Saturday before getting away on her
returie to that stream
Te steamer Joe Wheeler leaves
for Chattanooga this afternoon.
The Peters Lee left Memphis yesterday and gets here tomorrow en
route to Cincinnati.
• The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati
today and reachekhere next Saturday
botind down -for Mettrphi4

e

DO WE GET Ti( OUR OWN WAY?
English Girt Says We Do By Stopping to Look at Things.
(New..York, Sun )
An .‘rnerii.an *hostas been in Enni,a#,segrn yeais And has now returned to this "totintty 'finds that

SMOKE
CIOOD
CIGARS
Good cigars are not all imported.
Imported cigars ate not all
good.
However, every

cigar .we

keep—whether irkported or domande-4s a good. satisfaction.
promoting smoke.

J. N. Oehischlamee
DRUB 6181(MTH AND BROADWAY

L 0. BACON
Pharmacist

*

7th & Jackson'St

Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles

FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.

S. E. MITCHELL

uy Nance drbSon

0111001WINONMIentss,

c

P9

e'itt rOtallid to cOns
Ittke
action on the Birrcll tnettanr4 for Irish
borne rule orped In Dublin today under the preaidency of -John Redmond.
The importance of,•the meeting is eridenced by the large attendance. More
than ,three thoipsand delegetes are
orotent, among them nearly all the
Irish mertrbers of parliament and several former menrbors. The United
Irisb,leagne of America is represented
PIT. S. Frrepatiiet; lOYin
ban and jr. I", J. TigemIns, all of

dgt kentucky_ and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cemen
KING OF CEPIELNT"

H. M. CUNNINGHAM
• Phones: Old 960, New 245!

Adams Ss
- :-:_ sf-msThirteenth andt
•

4101111S

FASHIONS
FROM PICTURE OF
Whitte
CHIEF
more's
GERONIMO
ALL
OF
KING
The
NEW YORK CITY
LANG PARK
"BOSOM IRONERS MASTER SCALPER REAL
WE USE

ESTATE
•••BARGAINS

WHY?

FIFTEEN YEARS
OF ECZEMA

New York, May '.-At the pres- PRESIDENT
Lawton, Okla., May 10.-Chief Ge•••
•••
MURRELL WILL Affected Hands, Arms and Legsent time stocks and guimpes are
coniino, the great Apache warrior,
SEND IT TO THE MESSRS.
Endured Terrible Itching and was
very important features in the fashwho is said to have scalped more
TILGHMAN.
Unable to Sleep -Would Tsar
ions. Great pains must be taken to
white people than any other living
First.
Indian, and who for twenty years has
make the finish of the neck atBecause it irons snaothly, not
the Bandages to Scratch the Skis
trctive. In many of the stocks and
been a prisoner of war at Fort Sill
rough.
-In
less than One Week
The
Photograph
Be
Will
Used
For
reservation, near here, is reported toSectind.
chemisettes are introduced one or
Reference
in
Modeling
Statue
day by an Apache Indian to have FRATERNITY BUILDING TELE- more colors, and on some are found
• The button holes, or stud
of General Tilghman.
CURED BY THE
completely lost his mind. He has to
gold or silver threads or cords of
holes match.
PHONES
835.
be guarded almost day and night by
Third.
embroidery, piping or application. A
CUTICURA REMEDIES
Apache scouts in government serNegligee shirts with button*
pretty stock is made of interlaced
Dr.
Morrell,
D.
G.
president
of
the
vice.
are ironed perfectly and withfolds of pale pink chiffon, each fold
"I had eesema nearly fifteen to*
Yesterday he wandered away from
out injury.
piped with pink silk, and finished board of park commissioners, has had The affected parte wen nay bands,asses
14th.
North
its,
No.
threeGood
photograph
a
nearly
taken
of
Parkas
Lang
until
seen
home and was not
Fourth.
and legs. They were the worst In the
with tiny silver cord. 'I he cord is
at Fountain avenue and Monroe
midnight, being discovered about . room home, 40-ft. lot, Sim" half tooped and
'winter time antiwar,
It irons either stiff or pleated
caught
up
by
little
silver
streets, and will send the picture to
dark wandering carelessly near Fort cash, balance I year.
bosoms like new, and the
7
1 itag. end I
buttons. Guimpes with sleeves are
4
co
not keep from
the sons of General Tilghman, who
Sill, watching the highways and mur"hump" so often seen is mdse.
No. 1303 Salem eves 3-room ell shown to be worn with the jumper reside in New York.
seratchiag theta. I
carriage
aphimself.
The
muring
sons
A
or
to
ing.
dress and the kimono-sleeved slip- that distinguished general,
had to keep both
proached and he galloped toword it house, 4o-ft. lot. 10350, half cash.
who servNo other like it in West Kenhands bandaged all
on.
ed
in
frightened
ferocious
civil
war,
during
grin
that
the
Paducah
a
with
Jefferson street, Paw lots north side
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
the time,and ateight
Frills and bows also play a large are desirous of presenting the Paduthe occupants.
I would have to
sending us your laundry.
between 13th and 14th streets.
part
in
the fashions for the summer cah park commission with a stone
Geronitno is believed to have bescratch through. the
Madison street, Fountain Park ad- and are really delightfully airy and statue of their father, for the handbandages as the beltcome demented as a result of the reing was so sevein, AM
fusal of the war department and the dition, between t6th and lath, lot Sox I attractive, lending a feminine touch some marble monument to be conatlimeI would heat
to the plainest of gowns. These structedi.aed in order that the artist
president to grant him. liberty or 165 feet, $6o0, half cash.
'Phone 200.
to
tear everything el
in
'
moclqing
frills
permission to return to Arizona, the
the statue, may know
are made of embroidery, insermy hands to serotalk
Harrison street, monthly payment tion
scene of his many devastations of viland plaited nainsook, and for the exact size and shape of Lang
tbeskia. Dodd as4
lots between itth and 14th, shade
lages and slaughtering of whites.
convenience in laundering, many of park, a photograph is liken and sent
rest or sleep. I bad
trees, lots 403(165; $400, $50 cash, the them
to New York, to the Messrs. Tilghemueal phy• elsae
are
detachable. The
little
balance easy.
The Man Lowest Down.
treat me but they
bows are made of lawn, fine ham- man, who are well known business
could not give nie a
men
of
that
city.
(St.' Louis Republic.)
burg
embroidery
or
Valenciennes.
Madison street, 4 room house,
permanent ours, OW
The park is being filled with tht
Neither Rucf in San Francisco, nor northwest corner 9th. NOS city One of lawn would be very
pretty
even
could they step
street,
coming
dirt
(eons West Clay
any boss in 6t. Louis, merits the de- electric light plant, so foot lot, ganoo, if the pointed ends were finished
the itching. After
U la U U U la U 11 U St
with which it being graded and graveled
gree of condemnation which should $200 cash, balance $15 per month.
strips of colored loan fagoted to
using the Cuticula
from Seventeenth to Nineteenth
will fall upon recreant public officials.
Soap, one ben Cullthe edges.
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
streets. The Clay street dirt is
en= Ointment and
Trimble street &now foot lot to
Neither of them betrayed a public
That there is a char mabout the hauled over to the park and there is
two bottles Cuticula
north side between Ninth and
RIVER PACKET CO. trust, since neither of them had alley,
way a veil is worn may be acknow- dumped into the low places so as to
Resolvent for about
neighborhood,
home
Tenth.
Good
confidence,
takhad
or
sought public*
ledged by nearly every woman. It bring the grounds above the street sia air the itching had ceased,and now
gr,000,
half
cash.
an official oath to obey the laws.
the eons have disappeared, and I bort
is the finishing touch to a modish level.
The pheapest and best excur- en
$2,000 Watts Boulevard Addition. costume if
fait
brim in my We than I do now,
Ruef has long been recognized as a
it is artistically arranged.
The workmen excavating for the Edward W4rell. Band 1101h, V. S. labiasion out of Paducah.
boss and a promoter. He has not Two rstory, six
oom house on A thin gauze veil
gives youth to the sewer along Broadway beyond Ninth try, Fort Moak, Nobeasks:
sailed under false colors any more lot 60x1so to alley, west side of face as well
as a decided air of tidi- street are hauling the dirt to Tenth
$8.00
than do the officers of great public Twenty-eighth between Watts Bottle- ness to the
wearer. As a rule, veils street, between Broadway and KenThe meet -torturing and Mkt*
for the round trip to Tennessee service corporations who are known yard and Jackson street Faces. are tied too tightly, which feels tucky avenue, as the intention of the hamoak seemsea. rubel.
to be seeking valuable public privi- Hughes park. Vaste cash, balance very
arStela.
uncomfortable on the face, but commissioners is to make that squire tailless. sad balimmotiosita
River and return.
map,sadblooklaitit loam of
leges, and who, if they can not get $t5 per month, 6 per cent. interest, if they are
of
too loose, as much trou- a beautiful thoroughfare with grass tants,atultbroo,
d odalts.are Instantly
what they want for nothing, will buy Fine proposition for some one need- ble is caused
concrete
walks
center,
plot,
in
the
by trying to tighten
relieved sad speedily eared by the Codit. There is talk in San Francisco, ing a good home on easy monthly them at the
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
back or bY Putting therla on the side, and shade trees planted. e:um Rosarsibs, whoa all she fail&
"men
payments.
new,
House
the
as there was here
of
up over the top of the hat. Sootted
and rest; good service, good table, higher
%V
wart.=
tip" who tempted the weak.
veils
are undoubtedly becoming, bin
Michigan Homeopath&
$1,250 cash. ao acre upland
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each Such men are guilty of no breach of
Closadie
faun
great
pains
tip* 111.44.
should be taken in piacmile from Cairo road on Olivet
Detroit, Mkh.. May at.-The thirPw••••1,1pIen_Onia
\Vednesday and Saturday at 5 p. an. faith. They constitute a standing i
orchard ing them so that the spots will not ty-eighth annual meeting of the
menace, against which government, church road. Small house,
For other information apply to
Um is Oro Oda Toslopes"
station. come over the eyes. This may not Michigan Homeopathic Medical soR.
within
of
yards
R.
3oo
as it is organized and constituted
only injure the eyes, but may give a ciety began here today with a considmake
farm.
poultry
It
will
fine
JAMES KOGER, Supt. among us, is looked to to protect the
very odd expression to them. If a erable attendance of members from
people. The people put their vital $2,5o0 Broadway, No. a4o4, corner of dot rests on the tip
of the nose, it is all over the state. The initial ses- sions on medical topics will occupy
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt. rights and interests in the hands of Twenty-fourth
street, 5 room house, apt to lengthen the features. If two sion this morning. presided over by the remainder of the session, which is
the men who have solicited their con- stable, 5o foot lot, $1,000 cash, balance of them outline the corners
of the President Harold Wilson of Detroit. to continue o‘cr tomorrow.
fidence,
and pledged themselves to easy.
mouth, is will give a bad tempered was devoted to the reports of officers
EXCURSION RATES
protect them. The man who violates
expression, while if
rest just and committees. Papers and discus- Read the Daily Register foe News.
ON THE RIVER. a pledge of that kind, and betrays $2,500. Jefferson street, north side tabove the corners of they
the
month,
it
such a trust, is an infamous dog, who between Twenty-fourth and Twenty- will give a silly
expression. Be.
should not be allowed to divide his fifth streets, five room house nearly tore
an attempt is made to.. fasten
responsibility, but upon whom the new, so foot lot, stone sidewalk, car the veil to the hat,
ROUND TP-13 TO
it should -be hell
most crushing weight of public opin- line. One-third cash.
up before the face tct see that the
Modern Home Plumbing.
Evansville and Return
ion should fall. Unless we are to
Fountain avenue, northwest corner spots are well placed. The very
government fail, we must Harrison street, 6 room house. porch, I:hegts.t
popular
sec
estve withilsfrompoP
I
ikaarisdnatrse tlhon
Continuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited
e g;i7iiie
AU of our plumbinp conget over the nambypambyism of bath, good neighborhood,
tints
Ticket, $5.00, Meals and Berth
$3000. Easy
tracts
are executed by the beet
talking of the "man higher up." The terms.
of a dollar. A white veil has 'alack
Included.
man lowest down is the one who
skilled
mechinks, under our persons:
or pink dots, one of lavender has
Norton.
Souht Eighth, corner
should seek. And thc man lowest
purple, and of cream, yellow.
Round Trip to Cairo,
erection, and no detail, no rnanei n.s.v
down in all respects is the public of- Three houses on one lot, $asoo
unimportant it may seem,escapes oer ants..,,ty of five or over, $1 each, with- ficial who has asked a people's confi- $t000 cash, balance easy. Pays 15 per The little tulle hats that are worn
with
the
lace
coats
are
certainly
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
don. . We use the famous "Steortied"
dence, only to betray it and to per- cent. gross on the investment.
very dainty. They are made on
Good music on all the boats. For jure himself.
Porcelain Enameled PlamInng
Harahan boulevard lot, west side small frames, fitting the head closely,
further particulars see
which are the best masie. By phe'dig
between Madison and Harrison. Lot and are complete! ycovcred with silk
BANKERS IN SESSION.
5oxt6o to alley. Stone sidewalk. tulle, or mcline as it is also called.
your work with us, you arc assured of the
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
Concrete street. Gas, electric light, Not a bit of straw, net or lace are
belt material and workmanship obtainable.
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pss- Many Things of Interest Discussed sewer.
Good neighborhood. $1,000, seen on these hats, they are all tulle.
Association.
Kansas
By
Let
us quote you prices.
enger Agent. Phone 33.
half cash.
Long drooping aigrettes or ostrich
Topeka. Kass. May 21.-The busiNorth Seventh street somas ft. lot feathers trim the left side. The most
ness sessions of the Kansas Rankers'
Both Modes, No 201.
openedsin
meeting
between Monroe and Madison. $2 soo, beeptiful trimming is the bird of
association annual
132 South Fourth St. .
paradise
plum,
but
this has become
the hall of representatives of the state $500 cash,
ash, balance any time theemed
onlycostly for many to purchase. The
:at.:it too
'capitol this morning with a good at- Fine lot on which to build apem
hats seen with dower trimOffice, 419 Broadway.
tendance7 The itrvocation was by
mings were of lavender tulle elaborpastor of the
D..
D.
Young,
S.
Rev.'T.
TELEPHONES:
$astesionthly payment lots, Whitte• ately garnished with violets.
President
church.
First Baptist
Residence, 396; Office, 355.
The becoming tulle bows -ire as
Charles K. Holliday of the Commer- more's, north side addition Hinklecial club welcomed the barskere. and vale road, west of Oak Grove. $10 fashionable as ee(m, but arc acanally
response was by W. R. Stubbs of cash, balance $it.00 I er month. Any I bows worn in the front, not a "chou"
U. K. Hendrick. J. G. Miller the
Lawrence. Following this came the one can save up money and buy a in the back. Much tulle is worn
moor
Wm. Marble.
president's review by J. W. Marty of lot. Corner lots $300. Better buy ;about the neck, either being twined Si
of
reports
begin
and
to
now
save
annual
up
your
one
the
in
Oswego, and
guise of a scarf, or filling in the
beet
I decolletage of a princess gown.
the treasurer. John . R. Lindburg. -of money.
HENDRICK, MILLER
Mgasaa
secretary, W. W.
Pittsburg
the
and
This is the season for separate,
& MARBLE,
l*Ty adling
automobile
that
he
An
can
ESoo.
morning
Bowman of Topeka. The
frocks, even for street wear in the.
Lawyers.
session concluded with addresses by exchanged for a house or lot. Would daytime.' and for evening wear overt
Oho Snag**
sestoustu
ther
tame oritick so
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Runaways," and Tater in "Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway.' Last Altgust she made her third matrimonial
venture, when she !became the wife
of William Patterson, a wealthy Pittsburg manufacturer of elevators and
conveying apparatus.
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Your Appearance this Spring will depend in a great measure on
the kind of Suit you're wearing.
There is always more responsibility placed on the Suit in the
Spring---after a Man sheds his Overcoat, than at any other Season
of the Year.
There is no tonic in the world so bracing as one of our handsome Spring Suits.
We'd like to show you the New Spring "kinks."
Coats trifle form fitting but not so long---Collars wide, lapels
wide and cut to form a soft roll.
Trousers very shapely and easy fitting.
There are many new fabrics in broken Checks and stripes in Blue
Olive and Brown Mixtures.

Apenta, Apollinaris, uffalo Lithia,
Hunyadi, Pluto—plain and concentrated; Red Raven, Rubinal.
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Just remember, please, that the Best Tailors in the Land build
our Clothes and your satisfaction is assured.
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